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Abstract 

Rough set theory is a generalisation of classical set theory. It is an effective 

mathematical approach to deal with vagueness and ambiguity in information 

systems. Combining this theory with rough algebraic structures is a recent trend 

in the area of mathematical research. In this paper we consider G -module as 

the universal set and we introduce the notion of rough G -module with respect 

to a G -submodule of a G -module.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The theory of group representation was developed by G.Frobenius in the 19th century. 

The works of Emmy Noether on representation theory led to the absorption of the 

theory of group representations into the study of modules over rings and algebra. 

Module theoretic approach especially G -module structure has been extensively used 

for the study of group representation. 

The rough set theory proposed by Z.Pawlak [17] is a powerful mathematical tool to deal 

with vague, uncertain and imperfect knowledge. The key concept is an equivalence 

relation and the equivalence classes are the building blocks for the construction of 

lower and upper approximations in terms of which a rough set is defined. A lot of 

research work has been carried out by combining rough set theory with abstract 

algebra. Some papers directly introduced the concepts of rough algebraic structures into 
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an approximation space. On the other hand some papers substituted an algebraic 

structure for the universal set, and investigated the roughness in algebraic structures. 

Biswas and Nanda[2] proposed the notion of rough subgroups. Kuroki and Mordeson 

[13, 14] studied the structure of rough sets and rough groups. B. Davvaz studied 

roughness in several algebraic structures like rings and modules and introduced the 

notion of rough ideals and rough subrings with respect to an ideal of a ring [4, 5, 6, 7]. 

The roughness in vector spaces and BCK algebras are also studied [12, 15, 16]. 

Qun-Fen Zhang proposed the concept of rough modules in an approximation space and 

investigated their properties [19]. P.Isaac and P.Ursala introduced the concept of rough 

G -module into an approximation space [11]. They also introduced rough fuzzy G

-modules and studied about its properties in [18]. The properties of fuzzy G -modules 

are studied in [8]. 

In this paper we go with the second approach ie, to study the applications of rough sets 

in the algebraic structure of G -modules. We consider a G -module as the universal set 

and based on this G -submodule the lower and upper approximations and the notion of 

rough G module are defined. 

In section 2 we recall some of the basics of algebra and rough set theory. In section 3 we 

discuss the properties of full congruence relation on G -modules. Then in section 4, we 

introduce rough G -module and prove some related results. We conclude in section 5 

with possible future work in the area of rough G -modules. 

 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In this section, we see some basic definitions that will be needed in the sequel. For crisp 

algebraic concepts one may refer the books by Artin [1], Curties [3], Fraleigh [9] or 

Gallian [10]. 

Definition 2.1   [3] Let G  be a finite group. A vector space M  over a field K  is 

called a G -module if for every Gg  and Mx , there exists a product Mxg   

(called the action of G  on M ) satisfying the following axioms: 

GG Mxxx (1,=(1)1   being the identity element in G ) 

MxGhgxhgxhg  ;,,)(=)(2)(  and  

MxGgKkkxgkxgkxkxkg  ;;,,)()(=)((3) 2122112211    

 

Example 2.2   [8] Consider the group },1,{1,= iiG   under multiplication and let 

nM C=  and C=K . Then M  is a G -module over K  under the usual addition and 

multiplication of complex numbers.   
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Definition 2.3   [3] A subspace N  of M  is said to be a G -submodule if N  is a 

G -module under the same action of G  .   

 

Example 2.4   [8] Let Q  be the field of rational numbers , 1}{1,= G  and R=M . 

Then M  is a G -module over Q . For each irrational number r , )(= rN Q  is a G

-submodule of M.   

 

Definition 2.5   [18] An equivalence relation   on M  is called a full congruence 

relation if ),( ba  implies  ),(),,(),,( bgagkbkaxbxa  for all 

GgKkMxba  ;;,, .   

 

Definition 2.6   [17] A pair ( ,U ) where U  and   is an equivalence relation on 

U  is called an approximation space.   

 

Definition 2.7   [17] For an approximation space ( ,U ) and a subset X  of U , the 

sets  

xX {= U ][| x X }   

xX {= U ][| x X }   

BN( X ) = XX     are called respectively the upper approximation, lower 

approximation and boundary region of X  in ( ,U ). X  is called a rough set if BN(

X ) is non empty.   

 

 

3  FULL CONGRUENCE RELATION ON A G -MODULE  

In this section, we discuss the properties of full congruence relation on a G -module.  

Definition 3.1   Let X  and Y  be non empty subsets of a G -module M . The sum 

of X  and Y  is defined by },|{= YyXxyxYX   and the product of X  

and an element k  of K  is defined by }|{= XxkxkX   and the action of an element 

Gg  on X  as }|{= XxxgXg  .   
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Theorem 3.2   Let   be a full congruence relation on M . Then the congruence class 

[0]  where 0  denotes the zero element of M , is a G -submodule of M  and 

 [0]=][ aa  for all Ma .   

  

Proof. Suppose [0], yx  then ,0)(x  and ,0)(y . Since   is a full 

congruence relation on M  we have  [0],0)(  yxyx . Also 

Kkkxkxkkxxx    [0],0)(0),(,0)([0] Also 

Ggxgxggxgxx    [0],0)(0),(,0)([0] . Thus 

[0]  is a G -submodule of M . 

Moreover let ][ax . Then 

 [0][0],0)(),(),(  axaxaxaaaxax . On the 

other hand for any [0]ax  there exists [0]y  such that yax = . Since 

,0)(y  we have  [0]=][.][),(,0)(  aaaxaxax .  

 

Theorem 3.3   Let N  be a G -submodule of M  and 

};,|),{(= NyxMyxyxN  . Then N  is a full congruence relation on M  and 

N
N

=[0] .   

  

Proof. Let Nyx ),( . Then Nyx  . Let Mz . Then 

NzyzxNyxzyzx  ),(=)()( . Let Kk . Then 

NkykxNyxkkykx  ),()(= . Let Gg . Then 

NygxgNyxgygxg  ),()(= . Moreover if 
N

x [0]  then 

NxNxx N  0,0)(  . On the other hand if Nx  then 

N
N xxNxx  [0],0)(0=  .  

 

Corollary 3.4   Let N  be a G -submodule of M . Then Naa
N

=][  .   

From the above two theorems we can see that there exists a one to one correspondence 

between the set of all full congruence relations on M  and the set of all G

-submodules of M . 

Throughout this paper N  denotes the full congruence relation determined by a G
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-submodule N  and )(aN  denotes the congruence class 
N

a ][  where Ma  ie,.

NaaN =)(  

 

Theorem 3.5   Let N  be a G -submodule of M . Then for all 

;;;, GgKkMyx   we have 

)(=)()(1) yxyx NNN     

)(=)(2) xkkx NN   

)(=)(3) xgxg NN      

  

Proof. )(=)(=)()(=)()( yxNyxNyNxyx NNN     

)(=)(===)( xkNxkkNkxNkxkx NN    

)(=)(===)( xgNxgNgxgNxgxg NN     

 

Theorem 3.6   Let 1N  and 2N  be G -submodules of M . Then for all ;, Myx   

we have 

)()(=)(1)
2121

yxyx NNNN    

)()(=)(2)
2121

xxx NNNN      

  

Proof. )()(=)()(=)()(=)(
21

2121
21

yxNyNxNNyxyx NNNN   . 

)()(=)()()(=)(
21

2121
21

xxNxNxNNxx NNNN   . On the other hand, 

for any )()(
21

xxy NN    there exists 11 Nn   and 22 Nn   such that 

21 == nxnxy  . Then 2121 = NNnn   so that ).(=
21

21 xNNxy NN     

 

4  LOWER AND UPPER APPROXIMATIONS IN A G -MODULE 

Definition 4.1   Let N  be a G -submodule of M  and MX  . The sets 

}|{=)( XNxMxXN   and })(|{=)(  XNxMxXN  are 

respectively called the lower and upper approximations of a set X  with respect to the 

G -submodule N  and ),( NM  is called the approximation space.   
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Theorem 4.2   Let N  be a G -submodule of M  and X  and Y  be non empty 

subsets of M . Then 

)()(1) XNXXN   

)()(=)(2) YNXNYXN   

)()(=)(3) YNXNYXN   

)()()(4) YNXNYXN   

)()()(5) YNXNYXN   

6)If YX   then )()(),()( YNXNYNXN   

NXXN =)(7)  

8)If XN   then )(XNN   and )(XN  

)()(=)(9) YNXNYXN   

)()()(10) YNXNYXN   

)(=)(11) XNkkXN  for any Kk  

)(=)(12) XNkkXN  for any Kk  

)(=)(13) XNgXgN   for any Gg  

)(=)(14) XNgXgN   for any Gg    

  

Proof. We prove only (13) and (14). The proof of other conclusions are similar to the 

conclusions in [15]. Let )()( XNyXNgx   such that ygx = . Since 

XNy  )(  we have 

)()( XgNxXgNxXgNgygXgNyg  . 

Conversely if )( XgNx   then XgNx  . Now 

)()()(=)(= 1111 XNgxXNxgXNxgXgNxggNxggNx  

. Thus )(=)( XNgXgN   

From (7) )(=)(===)( XNgNXgNgXgNXgXgN  .  
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Theorem 4.3   Let 1N  and 2N  be G -submodules of M  and X  and Y  be non 

empty subsets of M . Then the following statements are true. 

)()()(1) 2121 XNXNXNN   

)()()(2) 2121 XNXNXNN   

)()(=)(3) 2121 YNXNYXNN   

)()()(4) 2121 YNXNYXNN   

5) If 21 NN   then )()( 21 XNXN   and )()( 12 XNXN     

  

Proof.  

(1) If )()( 21 XNXNx   then )(1 XNx  or )(2 XNx  so that XNx  )( 1  or 

XNx  )( 2 . Thus XNNx  )( 21  which implies that )(21 XNNx  . 

(2) By Theorem 4.2, 

).()(=)()()(=)( 21212121 XNXNNXNXNNXXNN   

 

(3) By Theorem 4.2, 

).()(=)()(=)()(=)( 21212121 YNXNNYNXNNYXYXNN   

 

(4) If )()( 21 YNXNx   then there exists )(),( 21 YNzXNy   such that zyx = . 

Since )(1 XNy  and )(2 YNz  we have XNy  )( 1  and YNz  )( 2 . Thus 

YXNzNyNNzyNNx  )()(=)()(=)( 212121 . So 

)(21 YXNNx  . Therefore ).()()( 2121 YNXNYXNN   

 

(5) If 21 NN   then )(==)( 2211 XNNXNXXN  . Thus )()( 21 XNXN  . 

Now let )(2 XNx . Then XNx  2 . Since 21 NN   we have XNx  1  which 

implies that )(1 XNx . Therefore )()( 12 XNXN  .  

 

Definition 4.4   Let ),( NM  be an approximation space, a non empty subset 

X  of M  is called a N -lower rough G -submodule if )(XN  is a G -submodule of 
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M . X  is called a N -upper rough G -submodule if )(XN  is a G -submodule of 

M . X  is called a N -rough G -submodule if both )(XN  and )(XN  are G

-submodules of M .   

 

Theorem 4.5   Let ),( NM  be an approximation space.  

1)  If NX   then X  is a N -upper rough G -submodule and NXN =)( .  

2)  If MX   and X  is a N -lower rough G -submodule of M  then XN  .   

  

Proof.  

1) From (7) of theorem 4.2 we have NXXN =)( . Also NNNX [  is a G

-submodule of M ]. NXN  )(  

On the other hand, Let 

)(][==)( XNnNXXXNXNnNn   . Thus we have 

)(XNN  . NXN =)(  

 

2) Since X  is a N -lower rough G -submodule of M  we have )(XN  is a G

-submodule of XNXNXNM  0)(0 .  

 

Theorem 4.6   Let 1N  and 2N  be G -submodules of M . Then  

1) )()(=)( 2121 XNXNXNN   

2) )()(=)( 2121 XNXNXNN     

 

Proof. The proof is similar to that of theorem 4.2 in [16].  

 

Theorem 4.7   Let P  and Q  be two G -submodules of M . Then )(QP  is a G

-submodule of M .   

 

Proof. Let  QPpGgKkQPqp )(,),(,  and  QPq )( . So 
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there exists QPpx  )(  and QPqy  )( . Since Q  is a G -submodule of 

M  we get Qyx   and PqpPqPpyx  =)()( . Hence 

 QPqp )(  which implies that ).(QPqp   

Also we have Qkx  and PkpkPkpPpkkx  ==)( . So 

)()( QPkpQPkp   . 

Also we have Qxg   and PpgPgpgPpgxg  ==)( . So 

)()( QPpgQPpg   . 

)(QP  is a G -submodule of M .  

 

Theorem 4.8   Let P  and Q  be two G -submodules of M . Then )(QP  is non 

empty then QQP =)( .   

  

Proof. We know that QQP )( . Now we will show that )(QPQ . Since )(QP  

there exists an QPxQPx  )()( . Since P0  we have Qxx  =0  then 

QQxPxxPQx ==.  . Let Qq . Since QP  and Q  is a G

-submodule we have QQPQPqQPq =)().(  .  

 

Corollary 4.9   Let P  and Q  be two G -submodules of M  such that QP  then 

))(),(( QPQP  is a rough G -submodule of M .   

 

5  CONCLUSION 

In this paper we have introduced the notion of rough G -submodule in a G -module 

and proved some related results. We hope that this will be useful in the theory of rough 

sets and approximate reasoning. The theory of rough sets and fuzzy sets can be 

extended in a similar way to other algebraic structures. 
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